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A graph G of order n is a ck-graph if for every pair of d~tinct, nonadlacenl veJtlces x and y' 
d(x)+d(y)>~n+k where d(v) denotes the degree of a vertex v In this paper, we prove the 
conjecture of H~iggkvist [zl] which states that every se~ of independent edges o| ~. c~-graph is 
contained ina cycle. 
Let G be a simple graph of order n. A set M of independent edges of G is a set 
of edges which are vertex disjoint. For H a subgraph of G we will denote the 
vertices of H by V(H) and the edges of H by E(H). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem conjectured by 
H~iggkvist in [4]. For related literature also see [1, 7, 3, 5, 6, 7]. 
Theorem. Let G be a graph of order n such that the degree of u and the degree of v 
sum to at least n + 1 for every pair of distinct, nonadjacent vertices u and v. Then 
every set of independent edges of G lies in a cycle. 
Proot. Assume the Theorem is false. Hence there exists a maximal graph G of 
o~der n satisfying the hypothesis of the Theorem but where some set M of 
independent edges does not lie in any cycle. We show a contradiction arises. 
Clearly G is not complete. Thus there are two vertices u and v which are not 
joined by an edge of G. Since G is maximal the graph G+uv has a cycle 
containing the set M. This implieg there is a t.'.-v path P: u = ut u2 • • •um = o in G 
that contains M. Choose P such that m is maximum. We now prove the following 
lemma. 
Lemma. There exist two cycles C~, (?2 whose intersection is a path of length at least 
one such that 
(i) M c E(CO U E(C2), 
(ii) every edge of M incident with a vertex of Ct f'~ C2 lies in C1 N (?2. 
Proof. Consider the path P: ut u2 • • • u~. Since P is a maximal path containing M
the vertices ut and u,, are joined only to vertices in P. There e~ists an i, 
2~ < i ~< m-  1, such that both ulu~ and u,_lu~ are edges of G. Otherwise, for each 
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vertex of {u2, 1~3 . . . . .  U rn)  adjacent o u~ there is a vertex of {u~, u2 . . . . .  u~-l} not 
adjacent o u,~ and thus 
d(u~)+d(~)<~m - l~<n - 1 <n+ 1 
contradicting the hypothesis that G is a c~-gr~tph. 
Suppose u,_tu,~ M. ~en 
ulu~u,+t •'" u,.t~-lui-2 •• " ul 
is a cycle containing M. This is a contradiction. 
Therefore, u,_lu~ ~ M and 
C1: u~u,~_~.., u] and C2: u,~uHu~ . - .  u,, 
are cycles which contain M and have only the edge u,_tu, ~ M in common. This 
proves the Lemma. 
To prov.. ~the Theorem choose two cycles Ct and (?2 of maximum intersection 
satisfying the hypothesis of the Lemma. Denote the path of intersect;on of Ct and 
C2 by R e~nd enote the paths CrC2  and C2-C~ by F and O, respectively. Let x 
and y be the two w~rtices that are common to all three paths. Let the lengths of 
paths P, O, R be a + 1, /3 + 1 and 3' + 1, respectively. Label the vertices of path 
P:xp~p2""  p,y, label the vertices of path Q:xqtq2""qay ,  and label the 
vertices of path R:  x r~r2" • • r~ y. See Fig. 1. 130th P and O must contain at least 
one edge of M since neither Ct nor C2 contains,; all the edges of M. Thus, a,/3 >I 2. 
p x q 
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Fig I 
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Vertices p~ and qo are not incident since otherwise 
Pl  " • " p~ y r ,  . . • rl x q~ " • • q~ p~ 
is a cycle containing M. Since G is a c~-graph we have 
d(p l )+d(q~)>~ n + 1. (I) 
Similarly 
d(qO + d(p,,) i> n + 1. (2) 
Combining (1) and (2) we obtain 
d(p0 + d(p~)  + d(q l )  + d(q a) >12n + 2. (3) 
For A, B two sets or 1F*s of the vertices of G, let [A : B] denote the number of 
edges of G with one vel.,.x in A and the other in B. 
Let R'  be the path r l r2" ' "  rv. By removing the edges of M from path R'  we 
obtain a sequence of subpaths, R1, R2 . . . . . .  R o. Each of these paths has length at 
least one (i.e. has at least two vertices) except possibly Rt or Rp. (In the case 
r~r2~ M the path R~ is the single vertex r~ and in the case rv_~r v ~ M the path/~, 
is the single vertex rv.) First assume R~ and Ra have length at least one and 
consider any subpath Rk ~{R~, R2 . . . . .  Rp}. Suppose r,, r~ ( i< j )  are any two 
distinct vertices of Rk. We show that at most one of ptr, and p~r~ is an edge of G. 
For assume both are edges of G. By condition (;~i) of the Lemma p~xd M and 
p,~y ¢M. This implies 
plr,  r,-,~ • • • rl x q l  • • • qa y r.y • • • r~p,~ • • • Pl 
is a cycle containing M which is a contradiction. 'Therefore, at most one ot p~r, 
and p,,r~ is an edge of G. Similarly, at most one of p~r~ and p,,r, is an edge of G. It 
follows that 
[p,, p~ : V(Rk)] <<-IV(R~)I. 
We show the above inequality holds for paths Rt and R,, in the cases when they 
are single vertices. If path R~ is a single vertex, then r t r2e  1~ and xrt ~ M.  Now 
p,~r: ~ E(G)  since otherwise 
p,  r l  • • • r~yq~ • • • q~ xp l  ""  • P~ 
is a cyc le  conta in ing  M.  Hence  [p t ,  p~: r~]~<l ,  i.e. [p~,p,,:V(R~)]<~IV(ROI. 
Similarly [Pl, Pa:V( I~) ]<~IV(Rp) [ -  Now 
P 
[p,, p~ : V(R')] = Y. [p,, p~: V(R~)] 
k=l  
p 
~< Y, IV(R~)I = IV(R') I -  v. 
k=l  
Thus  
[P l ,  P= : V (R) -x -  y ]~ T (4) 
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SimilarlyL 
[ql, qo : V (R) -x -  y]~,/ .  (5) 
Now let O.1, Qa . . . . .  (~e be the sequence of subpaths of Q determined by the 
edges of O not belonging to M, subpath Q~ including x and subpath Q~ including 
y. Consider the subpath Ok. 1 <k <~j. Let q,. q,+~ . . . . .  q,+, be  the vertices of Ok. 
Then Plq, d E (G)  for i = s, s + 1 . . . . .  s + t - 1 sil,ce otherwise the cycle 
C'1 = Plq, q, - I  "" "q t  x rt ' '  • r.c y p ,  • • • Pl 
and the cycle Ca satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of the Lemma and have a longer 
path of intersection than R, contradicting the assumption that C1 and Ca have 
maximum intersection. Now if Plq~+, ~ E(G)  then q~q,+,-t  d E(G) since otherwise 
Plq~+, "" " q~ q,+,- i  • "" ql  x rl • • • r.~ y po • • • Pl 
;s a cycle containing M. It follo~'s that 
[p, ,  q~ : V (Ok) ]<- lV (Ok) l .  
The same argument applies to pal'h 01 except that plx ~ E(G). Tl,us 
[p, .  q~ : V (Q, ) ]<~IV(Q, ) t+ l .  
Since Ptq~ E(G) and since [q~ :qe]=0 we have 
[p ,  q~ : V (O~) -  y]~<lV(O~)l- 2.
Combining these inequalities we obtain 
) [p, .q~,:  V (O) -y ]=[pt ,  qa: V (Ot ) ]+ [p , ,qa :  V ( (~) ]  
\1 =2 
+[p~q~ : V (O¢) -y l  
<--I+ Y. I v (oo l=tv(O) l -1 .  
k~l  
Thus 
[p,. q~ : V(O)-- y]~</3 + I. (6) 
Sim,larly, 
[q,, p,, : V (Q) -  x]<~13 + 1, (7) 
[q ,  p,, : V(P) - y]<~ ~ + 1, (8) 
[Pl, q~ : V(P) -x ]<~o~ + 1. (9) 
Now let S be the set of ;'ertices of G not belonging to either C1 or Ca and let 8 
be the cardinality of S. It is clear that 
,~+~+v+a+2 ~ n. (10) 
Consider any vertex v from S. Vertices p~ and q3 can not both be joined to v since 
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otherwise 
p~ vqB " " "q~ xr~ • • • r ,  yp~ • • • p~ 
is a cycle containing M. Therefore 
[P~, qB :S ]~& (11) 
Similarly, 
[q~, p~, :S ]~ < & (12) 
Employing (4)-(12) we have 
d(p0 + d(p,,) + d(qO + d(qB) 
= [pt, p,, : V(R) -  x - y] + [qt, qB : V(R) -  x - y] + If't, q~ : V(O) -  y] 
+ [q .  p~, : V (O) -  x] + [qt, p~, : V(P)  - y] + [p~, q~ : V(P)  - x] 
+[p~. q~ : S ]+[q .  po :S] 
~<~/+~,+(18+l )+(~+l )+(a+l )+(a+1)+8+8 
= 2(a+~+3,+~+ 2)= 2n. 
This contradicts (3). Hence the Theorem is true. 
Note that we have proven the following slightly stronger esult then stated in 
the Theorem. If, for every pair of distinct, non-adjacent vertices x and y, 
d(x) + d(y) i> n, and for every set of four distinct vertices x, y, z and w such that ~: 
is not adjacent o y and z is not adjacent o w, 
d(x)+d(y)+d(z)+d(w)>..~2n + 1 
then every set of independent edges lies in a cycle. 
A l-[actor is a set of independent edges which span ~he vertices. As a corollary 
of Theorem 1 we have the following result of H~iggkvist [4]. 
Comllm'y. Every 1-factor of a c~-graph lies in a l-Iami~'tonian cycle. 
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